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Essays by Gilles Deleuze on the search for a new empiricism.The essays in this book present a complex
theme at the heart of the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze, what in his last writing he called simply a life." They

capture a problem that runs throughout his work-his long search for a new and superior empiricism.
Announced in his first book, on David Hume, then taking off with his early studies of Nietzsche and Bergson,
the problem of an "empiricist conversion" became central to Deleuze's work, in particular to his aesthetics

and his conception of the art of cinema. In the new regime of communication and information-machines with
which he thought we are confronted today, he came to believe that such a conversion, such an empiricism,
such a new art and will-to-art, was what we need most. The last, seemingly minor question of "a life" is thus
inseparable from Deleuze's striking image of philosophy not as a wisdom we already possess, but as a pure

immanence of what is yet to come.

Wednesday June 26 2019 700 PM 1900. Immanence as a pure plane. Pure Immanence has 159 posts on their
Instagram profile. In his final essay entitled Immanence A Life Deleuze writes It is only when immanence is

no longer immanence to anything other than itself that we can speak of a plane of immanence.
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Pure ImmanenceGilles Deleuze 2001 Essays by Gilles Deleuze on the search for a new empiricism. Perhaps
the full exploitation of that image from one of the most original trajectories in contemporary philosophy is
also yet to come. While these claims certainly demand a further explication. Pure or absolute immanence is
what Deleuze calls A LIFE defined as a paradoxical experienceduration in which individuality fades and

becomes a singular essence an empty time of singularities or virtualities existing in between what we take to
be the defining moments of an individuals life. By Gilles Deleuze. The last seemingly minor question of a life

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Pure Immanence


is thus inseparable from Deleuzes striking image of philosophy not as a wisdom we already possess but as a
pure immanence of what is yet to come. Other Authors. Exhibition from July 1st to July 23rd 2016. Pure

Immanence exposes the new and urgent problems such a philosophy confronts today one whose most difficult
task the invention of a life has yet to be achieved. 569 likes 11 talking about this.
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